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ABSTRACT
Objective: Clinical attachments undertaken by pharmacy students in Malaysia are one of the important platforms in order to prepare future candidates for patient-centred pharmacy practice. The lack of data regarding the identification of Drug-related problems (DRPs) and the suggestion of relevant interventions by final year pharmacy students has directed the current research to describe pharmacy students’ abilities in identifying DRPs in their final year clinical placements. Methods: As a descriptive cross-sectional study, it involved the analysis of the clinical case reports of final year pharmacy students during their six-week clinical attachments between February and April 2017 across three different tertiary hospitals in the state of Pahang, Malaysia. A six-member team, who had received the required training by the study’s principal researcher, performed the data extraction from the clinical attachment reports. Results: A total of 385 clinical case reports, identified 880 DRPs. The two most common types of identified DRPs were the untreated condition (17.4 %), followed by inappropriate drug selection (16.3 %). Nearly 47.7 % of total detected DRPs were related to the indication and efficacy domains of therapy assessment. Additionally, there was a positive correlation found between the number of underlying diseases and the number of identified DRP, $r_{5}(372) = .14$, $p = .007$. Conclusion: During the final year clinical attachments, the majority of the students were able to identify a considerable number of DRPs in the hospital setting under the supervision of their preceptors. The characterisation of the identified DRPs could be instrumental in refining the experiential clinical learning among future pharmacy practitioners.
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INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, the pharmacist’s role has increasingly become important given their participation and contribution in health care teams and towards assuring appropriate medication therapy management for patients. The collaborative healthcare model has also involved pharmacists in utilising their medication management knowledge and skills to support the physician’s therapy strategies which have shown to improve the patients’ adherence and satisfaction with the recommended treatment plans. Notwithstanding, the involvement and contribution of pharmacists, as healthcare professionals, has remarkably helped to reduce medication-related hospital readmissions linked to financial savings in the health care system.

Drug-related problems (DRP) can be defined broadly as involving all conditions related to drug therapy that may actually or potentially be interfering with the attainment of optimal treatment outcomes. DRPs regarding the choice and use of drugs including interactions are relatively common among hospitalised patients which if not managed correctly may result in unwanted clinical and economic consequences. Indeed, within various clinical specialities, the involvement of clinical pharmacists in patient care was found to positively enhance the efficiency of the overall process through providing medication reconciliation services to minimise the incidence and reoccurrence of DRPs and related consequences. Moreover, the inclusion of clinical pharmacists in dispensing medical practices in Scotland, in the pharmaceutical care of patients has helped to optimise the impact of medication treatment programs in both the quantitative and qualitative service aspects. Notwithstanding, community pharmacists could equally beneficial to reduce the burden of potential DRPs upon hospital discharge patients provided they be provided access to hospital patient discharge summaries.

There are numerous DRP terminologies and classifications found in the literature. However, there are only a few classifications that have been validated in clinical practice. Also, various DRP classification systems have employed different structures regarding DRP definitions, probable causes and proposed interventions. A study by the Czech Republic to establish standards for clinical pharmacy services has shown that undertaking a systemic drug review at pre-set intervals was effectively able to identify DRP causes and relevant interventions across various clinical specialities. The common DRPs that have been identified in clinical practice include; improper drug use, inappropriate prescribing of medications, discrepancies between prescribed and actual regimens, drug interactions, poor adherence by patients, lack of patient monitoring and inadequate surveillance for adverse effects. Furthermore, DRP related interventions could be categorised into three main categories, namely; in the introduction, discontinuation or changing the currently prescribed medications.

Clinical pharmacists in medication therapy management generally follow two approaches; a pro-active approach and a reactive approach. A pro-active approach involves the suggestion of interventions during prescribing or ordering medications. This approach has shown a higher
acceptance rate by physicians compared to the reactive approach, such as writing comments after prescribing the medication.\textsuperscript{14} The higher acceptance rate by physicians was also influenced by the presence of pharmacist involvement during ward rounds.\textsuperscript{14} Moreover, research conducted on the resolution of DRPs by adopting a team-based approach has shown that pharmacists had a significant impact on the optimisation and use of medications.\textsuperscript{17} It has further been reported that the involvement of pharmacists within a team environment along with different health care professionals, such as nurses and social workers, enables the pharmacists to focus more on prescribing-improvement interventions and to be able to communicate with physicians to resolve DRPs effectively.\textsuperscript{17}

Clinical clerkships undertaken by pharmacy students in Malaysia are one of the essential platforms to prepare future practitioners for pharmaceutical care practices in hospitals and community settings.\textsuperscript{18} For example, the impending pharmacists are expected to develop and further enhance their competencies in teaming with other healthcare professionals, through collaborative clinical interactions during clinical clerkships.\textsuperscript{19} Self-directed learning during clinical clerkships is another important facet towards refining their competencies as future pharmacists which helps them in being recognised as ‘pharmacotherapy experts’ amongst different healthcare professionals.\textsuperscript{19}

According to previous research, comparing various health professional students in their ability to identify and correct medication prescribing errors, pharmacy students showed significantly higher rates towards identifying prescribing error compared with medical and nursing students.\textsuperscript{20} Moreover, it has also been reported that providing pharmacy students with real-life examples, opportunities and experiences regarding medication reconciliation, history taking and medication chart reviews; has been shown to have a positive impact on their ability to identify and resolve DRPs with an overall acceptance rate exceeding 70 % based on their interventions.\textsuperscript{21}

The different aspects of experiential learning offered in pharmacy schools are fundamental in preparing future pharmacists for refining and exposure to evolving healthcare services.\textsuperscript{22} The capability of pharmacy students to identify and analyse DRPs in this current setting is an area of increasing investigation. Therefore, the current research aims to summarise the experiential learning aspects of final year pharmacy students’ by describing the content of their clinical attachment reports generated through their placements in three different tertiary hospitals.

**METHODOLOGY**

**Study design**

As a descriptive cross-sectional study, the process involved the analysis of clinical attachment reports from final year pharmacy students for six-week duration from February to April 2017.

**Study setting**

The students were attached to three different tertiary hospitals in the state of Pahang, Malaysia. They were required to clerk two cases per week and rotated between departments on a weekly basis. They have to follow the patients’ progress note during the hospital stay and to communicate regularly with healthcare practitioners and their preceptors.

**Study instrument and data collection**

In order to retrieve the information from the case reports, a data extraction form was designed in compliance with the clinical pharmacy report form officially used in government hospitals to describe and quantify pharmacist-initiated suggestions in order to optimise medication therapy. The form was adapted to retrieve all relevant information needed to describe any identified DRP comprising of four sections; A, B, C and D. Section A included the patient’s demographic. Section B described the patient’s medical history, specifically the drugs and disease status as well as the presence of any hypersensitivity. Section C comprised of the patient’s laboratory investigations including; blood glucose level, blood pressure, serum cholesterol level, liver function test (ALT and AST level), creatinine clearance, blood count test (haematocrit and white blood cell) and serum uric acid level and sequentially comparing the values against their respective reference measures. Section D contained all the relevant areas related to the medical treatment that the patient was receiving in the ward, including final diagnosis, in-ward medications and DRGs encountered during the clerkship period, categorised based on the Hepler and Strand classification.\textsuperscript{10} The data collection process involved team of six members who had received relevant training by the principal researcher prior to the study.

**Statistical analysis**

All completed data collection forms were included in the data analysis. Descriptive statistics using frequencies and proportions were used to describe the number and types of identified DRPs during the final year of clinical clerkship. The factors associated with the type of DRP and type of in-ward medication were initially investigated with the Chi-square test of independence and the level of significance was set at $P < 0.05$. Data were analysed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) v.22 software. (IBM SPSS Statistics, NC, USA).

**RESULTS**

**Patient’s Demographic and Past Medical History**

There was a total of 385 clinical case reports included in the study. Overall, 40 % of the clinical reports examined were of female patients. The findings showed that about 70 % of the patients were aged 50 years or older and approximately 60 % of patients were identified as being overweight. A considerable portion of patients admitted to the three hospitals had 3 or 2 concomitant diseases, comprising 25.4 % and 20.9 % of all patients, respectively. In contrast, a relatively small portion of patients did have any prior medical history (6.1 %). Figure 1 illustrates the percentage of the patient cohort according to the number of concomitant diseases.

The abnormalities were tracked from the investigated laboratory data in order to outline which parameters might deserve more focus towards understanding the clinical consequences. The abnormal values representing renal and blood pressure accounted for the highest recorded laboratory data in our study with more than 70 % of the patients with recorded values above the normal range. Table 1 represents the overall recorded abnormal values of the laboratory data.

**In ward management**

Regarding the description of the individual use of each medication group, it was found that cardiovascular agents showed the highest percentage (24.4 %) from among the other agents followed by the anti-infective drugs (19.8 %) and gastrointestinal/ hepatobiliary drugs (16.2 %). Figure 2 displays the percentage of use of each class of medication among the selected sample.
Drug-related problem

Overall, there were 880 identified drug-related problems (DRPs). It is important to acknowledge that the two most common types of DRPs encountered were related to the untreated condition (17.4 %), followed by improper drug selection (16.3 %). Figure 3 represents the overall percentage of individual types of DRPs that were identified in the sample. Furthermore, it was highlighted that the use of cardiovascular (CVS) and respiratory (Resp) drugs along with anti-infective agents (AIA) in an individual patient accounted for more than half (60.9 %) of the total medication combination used in the hospitals. Whereas, for the type of DRPs, the occurrence of both indication and efficacy related DRPs contributed the highest percentages (47.7 %) compared to other DRPs. Table 2 outlines the overall grouping of medications and DRP types.

Association between underlying diseases, in-ward medications and DRP types

A Kruskal-Wallis H test was carried out to determine if there were differences in the total number of identified DRPs between the different classes of in-ward medications. The distribution of DRP numbers was not similar for all groups and was assessed by visual inspection of a boxplot. The mean rank of the DRP numbers was not statistically, significantly different between different medication groups \( x_2^2 (5) = 6.771, p = 0.238 \). Moreover, Goodman and Kruskal’s \( \lambda \) was run to determine whether the type of identified DRP could be better predicted by knowledge of the medication class prescribed for the patient. In this case, there was no statistically significant reduction in the proportions of errors due to the knowledge of the medication class given to an individual patient, \( p = 0.563 \).

Finally, a Spearman’s rank-order correlation was carried out to assess the relationship between the number of underlying medical conditions and the identified DRP number. Preliminary analysis showed the relationship to be monotonic, as assessed by visual inspection of a scatterplot. However, there was a positive correlation between some underlying diseases and some identified DRPs, \( r_{(372)} = .14, p = .007 \).

DISCUSSION

The findings related to the type of DRPs showed that both the untreated condition and inappropriate drug choices were the two most frequently identified DRPs. In a similar study undertaken in the United States, it was highlighted that PharmD students identified the need for therapy and dose adjustment as being the highest recorded DRPs during their clinical placement.\(^{23}\) Correspondingly, a German study conducted to evaluate pharmaceutical care interventions suggested by clinical pharmacists reported that the main suggestions in over half of the subjects in the study were related to the addition, replacement or withdrawal of drugs.\(^{24}\) In contrast, pharmacy students in the study conducted by Armor and his colleagues reported that the incomplete medication list and the need for laboratory test were the two most common DRPs during their experiential clinical placement.\(^{21}\) Notwithstanding, in a local study aimed to investigate the type of DRPs among diabetic subjects with underlying hypertension, reported that the two most common DRPs were insufficient health awareness and inappropriate drug choices.\(^{25}\) The findings in our study were considered different from previous Swedish research that was carried out that revealed both inappropriate drug use and interactions were the most common DRPs identified by clinical pharmacists in a hospital setting.\(^{5}\) In a separate study undertaken in an Indian hospital setting, it identified the same findings through characterising both drug interactions and drug use problems as the most common identified DRPs.\(^{13}\) Overall, the knowledge of common identified DRPs in clinical practice could be of enormous benefit in designing training before the final year of experiential clinical education for pharmacy students.

Concerning the number of DRPs, this study highlighted the identification of 2.28 DRPs per patient which is lower than the number of DRPs per patient identified by clinical pharmacists in a study in internal medicine wards in a Swiss hospital setting.\(^{5,13,21}\) However, the reported findings in our study are considered relatively higher in comparison with previous studies which reported 1.29, 1.53 and 1.93 DRPs per patient, respectively.\(^{5,13,21}\) This shows that the frequency and type of identified DRPs may vary according to the setting. Accordingly, this variation may postulate some
differences in the competency and knowledge of the clinical pharmacist or student pharmacists involved in the medication reviews.

With regards to the common drugs used in this study’s setting, it was highlighted that cardiovascular drugs followed by anti-infective agents were the most commonly used treatments. This finding is similar to previous work that reported cardiovascular medications as being the most frequently prescribed treatment among hospitalised patients. Furthermore, a study conducted with a focus on patients with cardiovascular diseases, highlighted that one-third of the study sample had been identified with at least one DRP. The high prevalence of cardiovascular diseases and the frequent use of cardiovascular drugs underscores the need for proper training and preparation of future healthcare professionals in the cardiology clinical practice. The frequent use of anti-infective agents was implicated in the findings of our study having potential contributions towards the DRPs detected in our study’s setting. In contrast, a study conducted in Lebanon reported anti-infective agents as being among the lowest medication class associated with DRPs. Furthermore, the work in our study showed that the type of DRPs encountered had no significant association with the type of medication. Furthermore, the findings in our study did not support the fact that certain medications could be associated with a higher DRP prevalence risk. This result did not resemble the previous research reports that highlighted the antihypertensive drugs, anticoagulants and corticosteroids, as being the most likely medication classes associated with DRPs, namely; drug interactions, dosage problems and contraindications. In a separate study by Viktil et al. it was revealed that polypharmacy is a relatively weak indicator in the assessment of DRPs. Similarly, the findings in our study did not support a link between some detected DRPs and the number of prescribed medications. On the other hand, our study highlighted a significant correlation between the number of detected DRPs and the number of patient’s concomitant diseases. This result is in line with several published research papers that reported some underlying diseases as principal contributors towards the increased number of identified DRPs during hospitalisation. Also, our results seem to be in agreement with a previous study highlighting the high prevalence of DRPs among patients with at least two underlying diseases. Importantly, it is also worthy to highlight that certain medical conditions were reported in the literature to be associated with the prevalence of DRPs that were commonly identified through clinical pharmacists’ interventions.

LIMITATIONS

The study has several limitations. First, the students’ clinical attachment reports were considered as the primary source of information, which might subject our findings to reporting bias. However, the pharmacy preceptors were asked to evaluate the content of the reports and approve the DRPs identified by the student pharmacists to address this concern. Secondly, although training was provided to all student pharmacists who aided in the data collection, their clinical knowledge and experience varied to the extent of underreporting some potential DRPs. Lastly, this study did not manage to identify the specific type of drugs related to certain types of DRPs. CONCLUSION

During the clinical clerkships, the final year pharmacy students were able to identify a significant number of DRPs in the hospital setting under the supervision of their preceptors. For further study, the characterisation of the identified DRPs may be beneficial towards improving experiential clinical pharmacy learning in the future. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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